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November is here, and winter is coming.
We began this month with Election Day.
While the result has given many hope of a
post-pandemic future, our society is still
mired in the thick of a public health crisis
not seen in America since World War I. In
addition, social unease continues related
to poverty, racism, and misinformation
spread through social media. 

All these societal issues compound a daily
life filled with screens now more than ever.
Our anxieties fester over loading screens,
poor internet connections, or just simply
the fear that we forgot to put pants on
before we click the video button. There’s
also a loss of connection we feel with our friends and family. While the screen is better than
nothing, it can’t replace the warmth of affection we feel in the presence of those who care for
us.

Self-care won’t save us from these circumstances, but it will help us cope through them. This
is the topic for our November Newsletter and compendium, which is in honor of this month’s
Pathways to Purpose speaker, Amanda Zelechoski. Her presentation, “Learning Through
The Pandemic,” will be available on our website later this month (watch for the notification on
our social media). In it, she discusses the concept of trauma-informed teaching and learning
in the midst of a global crisis and how her own journey as a psychologist and parent during
the pandemic inspired her to help other parents with similar struggles.

*Our last month's speaker, Dr. Francis Su, now has his recorded presentation
("Mathematics for Human Flourishing") available online on our YouTube page. 

Aaron Morrison, Assistant Director of Valparaiso University's Institute for Leadership and
Service.

November: Self-Care
This New Yorker cartoon demonstrates the value of mindfulness with some humor. ~Barbara
Crumpacker-Niedner, Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work

There are a number of smart phone apps available now related to self-care:

Headspace
Calm
5 Minute Journal
myStrength ~BCN

Beianna Wiest in "This Is What ‘Self-Care’ REALLY Means, Because It’s Not All Salt Baths
And Chocolate Cake" for Thought Catalog challenges common myths about self-care and
argues that "true self-care is is making the choice to build a life you don’t need to regularly
escape from." ~BCN

Chris Stedman is a humanist writer who recently wrote a thoughtful piece on "How to Feel
Like a Human Online" for LitHub. Chris has long been interested in how humans find
connection in an increasingly digital world (be sure to check out his new book Irl: Finding
Realness, Meaning, and Belonging in Our Digital Lives, 2019, Broadleaf Books) ~Aaron
Morrison

Dr. Chuck DeGroat is one of the best Christian writers on mindfulness and mental health in 
a church context. His new book is on the poisonous effects of narcissism in the church, 
and he’s the guest on a recent episode of the What If Project. Regardless of your religious 
tradition, there’s a treasury of wisdom here. ~ David Henreckson

Our November Pathways speaker, Dr. Amanda Zelechoski, co-hosts a series of webinars 
at Pandemic Parenting. Many of the sessions have broad applicability, even for those 
without children. A recent webinar on anti-racism could be especially helpful for many in 
the campus community. ~ DH

Take time for a truly meaningful conversation between two very pastoral thinkers: Chuck 
DeGroat (see above) and Dr. Todd Billings, both of whom teach at Western Theological 
Seminary in Holland, MI: “Living as Beloved and Limited Mortals: Moving Beyond Narcissism 
and Empty Prosperity in the Church.” ~DH

Call & Character Podcast
We now have seven episodes available on our Call & Character podcast, which
can be found on iTunes and Spotify. Be sure to check out our most recent
episode with Dr. Mark Schwehn, who talks about the newest edition of Living Lives
that Matter (Co-edited with Dr. Dorothy Bass).

Want updates on future ILAS events and programs? Stay up to date on
everything ILAS by following us on social media!
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